
booth, to the box of the juryman and to every position
of duty, privilege, profit or honor in the gift of either
the State or the Nation.

ASTONISHING IF TRUE.

In an editorial notice of an article by Kretzner on the
pathology of the Jew, the British Medical Journal makes
the following astonishing quotation, apparently from
Benedikt: "At the present day among orthodox Jews
every female is condemned from nativity till the meno-

pause to an uninterrupted series of pregnancies, parturi-
tions and lactations." This is important if true. We
have heard much of the remarkable qualities of the Jew-
ish race, but its precocity has never so impressed us be-
fore. It is so common for us to see in British publica-
tions remarks on our own deficiencies in the use of the
English language that we can not think they do not know
how to use it over there at its source, or we would be-
lieve the editor of our contemporary had made a mistake.

THE TEACHING OF PHYSICAL THERAPEUTICS.
The time is past when the treatment of disease is

comprised in the administration of drugs, and to-day
more than ever it is recognized that other forces of na-
ture may be so employed as to render valuable therapeu-
tic aid. If evidence of this fact were wanting it could
be found in the circumstances that there are at present
being published in English and in German, systems of
therapeutics in which physical agents especially are dis-
cussed, such as heat, light, water, air, electricity, mas-
sage, rest, diet, etc. These are subjects, however, to which
scant attention has been given in the past in the medi-
cal schools and by reason of their great importance it
would seem that the time is now ripe for their inclusion
in the medical curriculum.

YELLOW FEVER INVESTIGATION BY THE MARINE-
HOSPITAL SERVICE.

In a letter to the Secretary of the Treasury, Surgeon
General Wyman of the Marine-Hospital Service proposes
a plan for the organization of a yellow fever institute
under the auspices of his bureau. The members are to
be the officers of the Marine-Hospital Service and others
specially qualified, who may be invited to assist. The
plan includes four sections, each having special topics
for its consideration, and each section will be under the
direction of one of the bureau medical officers who, with
the surgeon general, the director of the hygienic labora-
tory and a secretary, will constitute a supervising body.
There will be bulletins published from time to time as

material is afforded by the investigations and "it is be-
lieved that the organization will meet with a degree of
success warranting its existence." The prime motive for
the proposed organization appears to be the demands by
commercial interests for the modification of the quar-
antine laws. The necessity of the regulations heretofore
in force against yellow fever infection has been ques¬
tioned since the publication of the results of the studies
of the army surgeons, and the bureau wishes to make a

complete study of the subject. Medical men generali-
are inclined to accept the findings of Drs. Reed and Car-

roll and their co-workers as final, but there may be a
few questions still open as regards the limits of useful¬
ness of quarantine measures. We do not understand
that the proposed studies are intended in any way to
conflict with the work of other investigators, but rather
to confirm them and to definitely establish the practical
measures needed to exclude yellow fever from our shores.
There is also a broad field of inquiry in regard to yel¬
low fever that is yet to be satisfactorily worked. It is to
be hoped that the proposed institute will occupy it
profitably.

THE DISPENSARY EVIL.

The Pennsylvania State Medical Society proposes to
attack the dispensary abuse in a new way. It asks the
state legislature to pass a law requiring all persons seek-
ing aid at dispensaries and other charitable institutions
to record their names and addresses over their own sig-
natures, or marks if unable to write, in a book kept for
the purpose which shall be open for inspection, and to
inflict a penalty upon those who fraudulently receive
aid. The plan is certainly simple enough and if made
universal by legislative act ought to be effective. Of
course, everything would depend upon its faithful exe-
cution, and we fear that in the competition for clinical
material there may be some chances of failure in this
respect. Everything really depends upon the dispensary
authorities and to check any possible laches on their part
it should be the business of the medical societies on be-
half of the profession to inspect the books and see that
they do their duty. If this were done by some respon¬
sible agent and a sufficient penalty enforced, the ehari-
ties could do better work and not be, as they sometimes
now are, an imposition on the long-suffering general
practitioners of our great centers of population. The
medical colleges, especially those that might well be
spared, would probably have some of their clinics dimin¬
ished, but the profession as a whole would be better off.
It is not the altruism of us as a whole, but the egoism
of a few that keeps up these abuses.

LAXITY IN PENSION EXAMINERS.

The Commissioner of Pensions recently sent out to
all examining pension boards a circular-letter calling
attention to certain abuses. He sent his letters broad-
cast to avoid laying open to personal attacks those par-
ticular boards he had in mind. It appears that there
has been in some quarters a serious carelessness, to say
the least ; twenty applications for example made at once
from one section of the country were all certified as
cases of heart disease. This aroused suspicion and spe-
cial examinations by disinterested physicians ordered by
the commissioner revealed no heart disease in any of the
cases. Other similar experiences led to the dismissal of
certain boards and the issuance of this letter. The pub-
lic generally has a conviction that there is a vast amount
of fraud in the pension business, and the publication of
such facts as these confirm it. It seems that there are

members of our profession who, through mistaken senti-
mentality or something else, will return a false report
or acquiesce without personal attention to the cases in
an erroneous diagnosis of another physician or even to
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